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ABSTRACT The demand for wireless connectivity has grown exponentially over the last few decades.
Fifth-generation (5G) communications, with far more features than fourth-generation communications,
will soon be deployed worldwide. A new paradigm of wireless communication, the sixth-generation
(6G) system, with the full support of artificial intelligence, is expected to be implemented between
2027 and 2030. Beyond 5G, some fundamental issues that need to be addressed are higher system
capacity, higher data rate, lower latency, higher security, and improved quality of service (QoS) com-
pared to the 5G system. This paper presents the vision of future 6G wireless communication and its
network architecture. This article describes emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence, terahertz
communications, wireless optical technology, free-space optical network, blockchain, three-dimensional
networking, quantum communications, unmanned aerial vehicles, cell-free communications, integration of
wireless information and energy transfer, integrated sensing and communication, integrated access-backhaul
networks, dynamic network slicing, holographic beamforming, backscatter communication, intelligent
reflecting surface, proactive caching, and big data analytics that can assist the 6G architecture develop-
ment in guaranteeing the QoS. Besides, expected applications with 6G communication requirements and
possible technologies are presented. We also describe potential challenges and research directions for
achieving this goal.

INDEX TERMS 5G, 6G, artificial intelligence, automation, beyond 5G, data rate, massive connectivity,
virtual reality, terahertz.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE RAPID development of various emerging applica-
tions, such as artificial intelligence (AI), virtual real-

ity (VR), three-dimensional (3D) media, and the Internet of
Everything (IoE), has led to a massive volume of traffic [1].
The global mobile traffic volume was 7.462 EB/month in
2010, and this traffic is predicted to be 5016 EB/month in
2030 [2]. This statistic shows the importance of improving

communication systems. We are heading toward a society of
fully automated remote management systems. Autonomous
systems are becoming popular in all areas of society,
including industry, health, roads, oceans, and space. In
this regard, millions of sensors are integrated into cities,
vehicles, homes, industries, food, toys, and other envi-
ronments to provide a smart life and automated systems.
Hence, a high-data-rate with reliable connectivity will be
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required to support these applications. In certain parts of the
world, fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks have already
been deployed. By 2020, 5G is expected to be fully used
worldwide.
5G networks will not have the capacity to deliver

a completely automated and intelligent network that pro-
vides everything as a service and a completely immersive
experience [3]. Although the 5G communication systems
will offer significant improvements over the existing systems,
they will not be able to fulfill the demands of future emerg-
ing intelligent and automation systems after ten years [4].
The 5G network will provide new features and provide a bet-
ter quality of service (QoS) compared to fourth-generation
(4G) communications [5]–[8]. 5G technology includes sev-
eral new additional techniques, such as new frequency
bands (e.g., millimeter-wave (mmWave) and optical spectra),
advanced spectrum usage and management, and the inte-
gration of licensed and unlicensed bands [4]. Nevertheless,
the fast growth of data-centric and automated systems
may exceed the capabilities of 5G wireless networks. 5G
communication considerably overlooked the convergence of
communication, intelligence, sensing, control, and comput-
ing functionalities. However, future IoE applications will
necessitate this convergence. Specific devices, such as VR
devices, need to go beyond 5G (B5G) because they require
a minimum of 10 Gbps data rates [1]. Hence, with 5G reach-
ing its limits in 2030, the design goals for its next step are
already being explored in literature.
New items that may require sixth-generation (6G) system

include (i) massive man-machine interfaces, (ii) ubiquitous
computing among local devices and the cloud, (iii) multi-
sensory data fusion to create multi-verse maps and different
mixed-reality experiences, and (iv) precision in sensing and
actuation to control the physical world [9]. To reach the
goal of 6G and to overcome the constraints of 5G for sup-
porting new challenges, B5G wireless systems will need to
be developed with new attractive features. The 6G commu-
nication networks will fulfill the laggings of 5G system by
introducing new synthesis of future services such as ambient
sensing intelligence and new human-human and human-
machine interaction, a pervasive introduction of AI and the
incorporation of new technologies such as terahertz (THz),
3-dimensional (3D) networking, quantum communications,
holographic beamforming, backscatter communication, intel-
ligent reflecting surface (IRS), and proactive caching [10].
The key drivers of 6G will be the convergence of all the
past features, such as network densification, high throughput,
high reliability, low energy consumption, and massive con-
nectivity. The 6G system would also continue the trends of
the previous generations, which included new services with
the addition of new technologies. The new services include
AI, smart wearables, implants, autonomous vehicles, com-
puting reality devices, sensing, and 3D mapping [11]. The
most critical requirement for 6G wireless networks is the
capability of handling massive volumes of data and very
high-data-rate connectivity per device [1].

The 5G paradigm will be further developed and expanded
in 6G. However, the 6G system will increase performance
and maximize user QoS several folds more than 5G, along
with some exciting features. It can protect the system, secure
user data, and provide comfortable services [12]. The 6G
communication system is expected to be a global commu-
nication facility. It is envisioned that the per-user bit rate in
6G will be approximately 1 Tbps in many cases [1], [13].
The 6G system is expected to provide simultaneous wireless
connectivity that is 1000 times higher than 5G.
Moreover, ultra-long-range communication with less than

1 ms latency is also expected [14]. The most exciting feature
of 6G is the inclusion of fully supported AI for driv-
ing autonomous systems. Video-type traffic is likely to be
dominant among various data traffic systems in 6G com-
munications. The most important technologies that will be
the driving force for 6G are the THz band, AI, optical
wireless communication (OWC), 3D networking, unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV), IRS, and wireless power transfer. This
paper tried to provide a complete overview of the future
6G communication system considering current trends and
efforts by researchers around the world. Some other articles
also addressed related issues discretely. However, we provide
an overview of technologies, use cases, requirements, and
challenging issues within this article. Although it is quite
impossible to identify every detail of 6G during the current
time frame, we believe that this paper will give a right direc-
tion for future researchers. The contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows:

• The trends of increasing wireless connectivity and
mobile data are briefly discussed.

• Possible ways to reach the 6G communication system
are addressed.

• Expected service requirements for 6G communication
are discussed.

• The expected 6G communication system is briefly
compared with 4G and 5G systems.

• Emerging 6G technologies are presented.
• The roles of different technologies in 5G and 6G,
respectively, are discussed.

• Expected 6G applications with the requirements are
presented.

• Related existing ongoing works on 6G are discussed.
• Possible challenges and research directions to reach the
6G goal are described.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the growing trends in the use of mobile communi-
cations. The expected service requirements and the network
characteristics in 6G communication systems are presented in
Section III. The possible network architecture with the appli-
cations of future 6G communication systems is presented
in Section IV. The potential critical technologies for the
development of the 6G system are briefly discussed in
Section V. In Section VI, we discuss various research activities
on 6G. Section VII sets out the main challenges and research
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TABLE 1. List of acronyms.

directions for achieving 6G goals. Finally, we draw our conclu-
sions in SectionVIII. For easy referencing, Table 1 summarizes
the various abbreviations used in this paper.

II. TRENDS IN MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
Since the beginning of the first analog communication
system in the 1980s, a new generation of communication
systems has been introduced almost every ten years. The
transfer from one generation to another improves the QoS
metrics, includes new services, and provides new features.
The goal of B5G and 6G is to increase in the respective

FIGURE 1. The predicted growth of global mobile connectivity during
2020-2030 [33]. (a) total global traffic volume, (b) traffic volume per subscription.

capability by a factor of 10–100 compared to the previous
mobile generation upgrades. During the last ten years, mobile
data traffic has grown tremendously because of the intro-
duction of smart devices and machine-to-machine (M2M)
communications. Fig. 1 shows the exponential growth of
mobile connectivity. It is expected that the global mobile
traffic volume will increase 670 times in 2030 compared
to mobile traffic in 2010 [2]. By the end of 2030, the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) predicts over-
all mobile data traffic will exceed 5 ZB per month. The
number of mobile subscriptions will reach 17.1 billion as
compared with 5.32 billion in 2010.
Moreover, the use of M2M connectivity will also increase

exponentially. The traffic volume for each of the mobile
devices will also increase. The traffic volume of a mobile
device in 2010 was 5.3 GB per month. However, this volume
will grow 50 times in 2030. The number of M2M subscrip-
tions will increase 33 times in 2020 and 455 times in 2030,
as compared with 2010. Table 2 presents a few comparisons
of the use of mobile connectivity in 2010, 2020, and 2030.
Recently, research interests have shifted to data-driven

adaptive and intelligent methods. The 5G wireless networks
will build a foundation of intelligent networks that provide
AI operations [3]. It is estimated that by 2030, the capac-
ity of 5G will reach its limit [14]. Then, fully intelligent
network adaptation and management for providing advanced
services will only be realized using 6G networks. Hence,
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TABLE 2. Global trends of wireless connectivity.

6G wireless communication is the result of the user needs
growing beyond what the 5G network can offer. Researchers
worldwide are already studying what 6G communications
would be like in 2030; they are also looking at the possible
drivers for successful 6G wireless communications. A few
of the critical motivating trends behind the evolution of 6G
communication systems are as follows: high bit rate, high
reliability, low latency, high energy efficiency, high spec-
tral efficiency, new spectra, green communication, intelligent
networks, network availability, communications convergence,
localization, computing, control, and sensing. Therefore, 6G
will be a world of fully digital connectivity.

III. SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
5G technologies are associated with trade-offs of several
issues, such as throughput, delay, energy efficiency, deploy-
ment costs, reliability, and hardware complexity. Likely, 5G
will not be able to meet the market demands after 2030.
Then, 6G will fill the gap between 5G and market demand.
Based on the previous trends and predictions of future needs,
the main objectives for the 6G systems are (i) extremely
high data rates per device, (ii) a very large number of con-
nected devices, (iii) global connectivity, (iv) very low latency,
(v) lowering the energy consumption with battery-free Internet
of Things (IoT) devices, (vi) ultra-high reliable connectiv-
ity, and (vii) connected intelligence with machine learning
capability. Table 3 shows a comparison of 6G with the 4G
and 5G communication systems. It is anticipated that 6G
will require a new key performance indicator (KPI) drivers
besides the KPIs of 5G communication systems. Many KPIs
of the 5G system will be also valid for 6G. However, the 5G
KPIs must be reviewed and new KPIs must be considered for
6G. There are several KPI classes that are currently difficult
to define for 6G and expected to be finalized by future inves-
tigations. 5GB communication systems target in most of the
technology domains once again to increase in the respective
capability by a factor of 10–100 compared to the previous

TABLE 3. Comparison of 6G with 4G and 5G communication systems.

generation of communication systems. Some researchers from
academia and industry target the KPIs for 6G communica-
tion as follows: peak data rate of 1 Tbps, radio latency of
0.1 ms, the battery lifetime of 20 years, device connectivity of
100/m3, traffic increase of 10,00 times, the energy efficiency
of 10 times, maximum outage of 1 out of 1 million, and
10 cm indoor and 1 m outdoor precision in positioning [15].
The initial 6G KPIs can be broadly classified into two
categories [15] namely, (i) technology and productivity-driven
KPIs and (ii) sustainability and societal driven KPIs. The first
category includes KPIs for several parameters such as jitter,
link budget, extended range/coverage, 3D-mapping, mobile
broadband, positioning accuracy, cost, and energy-saving.
The second category includes KPIs for several facts such
as standardization, privacy/security/trust, open-source every-
thing, ethics, intelligence, and global use case. The KPIs
related to capacity, spectrum efficiency, energy efficiency,
data rate, latency, and connectivity are the basic requirements
of all the traditional communication systems. However, the
KPIs regarding security and intelligence are newly designed
for 6G. All the potential KPIs toward 6G systems will be
achieved along with the evolution of 5G systems.

A. SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
The 6G communication systems are expected to be featured
by the following types of KPI associated services [16]:

• Ubiquitous mobile ultra-broadband (uMUB)
• Ultra-high-speed with low-latency communications
(uHSLLC)

• Massive machine-type communication (mMTC)
• Ultra-high data density (uHDD)
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The following key factors will characterize the 6G
communication system:

• AI integrated communication
• Tactile Internet
• High energy efficiency
• Low backhaul and access network congestion
• Enhanced data security
It is estimated that the 6G system will have 1000 times

higher simultaneous wireless connectivity than the 5G system.
Compared to the enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) in 5G,
it is expected that 6G will include ubiquitous services, i.e.,
uMUB. Ultra-reliable low-latency communications, which is
a key 5G feature, will be an essential driver again in 6G
communication providing uHSLLC by adding features such
as E2E delay of less than 1 ms [14], more than 99.99999%
reliability [17], and1Tbpspeakdata rate.Massively connected
devices (up to 10 million/km2) will be provided in the 6G
communication system [17]. It is expected that 6G aims to
provide Gbps coverage everywhere with the coverage of new
environments such as sky (10,000 km) and sea (20 nautical
miles) [17]. Volume spectral efficiency, as opposed to the
often-used area spectral efficiency, will be much better in
6G [14]. The 6G system will provide ultra-long battery life
and advanced battery technology for energy harvesting. In 6G
systems,mobile devices will not need to be separately charged.

B. NEW NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
Satellite Integrated Network: Satellite communication is
a must to provide ubiquitous connectivity. It is almost
unconstrained geographical circumstances. It can support
a seamless global coverage of various geographic locations
such as land, sea, air, and sky to serve the user’s ubiquitous
connectivity. Hence, to provide always-on broadband global
mobile collectivity, it is expected to integrate terrestrial and
satellite systems to achieve the goal of 6G. Integrating terres-
trial, satellite, and airborne networks into a single wireless
system will be crucial for 6G. Only this integration can
achieve the demand of uMUB services.
Connected Intelligence: In contrast to the earlier gen-

eration of wireless communication systems, 6G will be
transformative, and will update the wireless advancement
from “connected things” to “connected intelligence” [18].
AI will be introduced in each step of the communication
process as well as radio resource management. The perva-
sive introduction of AI will produce a new paradigm of
communication systems. Compared to 5G, a complete AI
system must be needed for ultra-dense complex network
scenarios of 6G, allowing intelligent communication devices
to acquire and perform the resource allocation process [19].
Seamless Integration of Wireless Information and Energy

Transfer: The 6G wireless networks will also transfer power
to charge battery devices, such as smartphones and sensors.
Hence, wireless information and energy transfer (WIET) will
be integrated.
Ubiquitous Super 3D Connectivity: Accessing the network

and core network functionalities on drones and very low earth

orbit satellites will make the super-3D connectivity in 6G
universal.

C. FEW GENERAL REQUIREMENTS IN NETWORK
CHARACTERISTICS
Small Cell Networks: The small cell networks idea has
been introduced to improve the received signal quality as
a consequence of throughput, energy efficiency, and spec-
tral efficiency enhancement in cellular systems [20]–[22].
As a result, small cell networks are an essential char-
acteristic for the 5G and beyond (5GB) communication
systems. Therefore, 6G communication systems also adopt
this network characteristic.
Ultra-Dense Heterogeneous Networks: Ultra-dense hetero-

geneous networks [23], [24] will be another critical charac-
teristic of 6G communication systems. Multi-tier networks
consisting of heterogeneous networks will improve the
overall QoS and reduce the cost.
High-Capacity Backhaul: The backhaul connectivity must

be characterized by high-capacity backhaul networks to
support a considerable volume of 6G data traffic. High-
speed optical fiber and free-space optical (FSO) systems
are possible solutions for this problem.
Radar Technology Integrated With Mobile Technologies:

High-accuracy localization with communication is also one
of the features of the 6G wireless communication system.
Hence, radar systems will be integrated with 6G networks.
Softwarization and Virtualization: Softwarization and vir-

tualization are two critical features that are the basis of
the design process in 5GB networks to ensure flexibility,
reconfigurability, and programmability. In addition, they will
allow billions of devices to be shared on a shared physical
infrastructure.

IV. PROSPECTS AND APPLICATIONS
Fully-AI will be integrated into the 6G communication
systems. All the network instrumentation, management,
physical-layer signal processing, resource management,
service-based communications, and so on will be incor-
porated by using AI [14]. It will foster the Industry 4.0
revolution, which is the digital transformation of industrial
manufacturing [25]. Fig. 2 shows the communication archi-
tecture scenario toward envisioning the 6G communication
systems. The 6G applications can be characterized under
uMUB, uHLSLLC, mMTC, and uHDD services. Some key
prospects and applications of 6G wireless communication
are briefly described below.
Super-Smart Society: The superior features of 6G will

accelerate the building of smart societies leading to life qual-
ity improvements, environmental monitoring, and automa-
tion using AI-based M2M communication and energy
harvesting [25]. This application can be characterized under
all uMUB, uHLSLLC, mMTC, and uHDD services. The
6G wireless connectivity will make our society super-smart
through the use of smart mobile devices, autonomous vehi-
cles, and so on. Besides, many cities in the world will deploy
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FIGURE 2. Possible 6G communication architecture scenario.

flying taxis based on 6G wireless technology. Smart homes
become a reality because any device in a remote location
can be controlled by using a command given from a smart
device.
Extended Reality: Extended reality (hereinafter referred to

as XR) services, including augmented reality (AR), mixed
reality (MR), and VR are essential features of 6G commu-
nication systems. All these features use 3D objects and AI
as their critical driving elements. Besides providing percep-
tual requirements of computing, cognition, storage, human
senses, and physiology, 6G will provide a truly immersive
AR/MR/VR experience by joint design integration and high-
quality 6G wireless connectivity [11]. Advanced features of
wearable devices such as XR devices, high-definition images
and holograms, and the five senses of communications accel-
erate the opportunity for performing the human-to-human
and things communications. Innovative entertainment and
enterprise services such as gaming, watching, and sports
are provided without time and place restrictions [17]. VR is
a computer-simulated 3D experience in which computer tech-
nologies use reality headsets to generate realistic sensations

and replicate a real environment or create an imaginary
world. An actual VR environment engages all five senses.
AR is a live view of a real physical world whose ele-
ments are augmented by various computer-generated sensor
inputs, such as audio, video, visuals, and global positioning
system (GPS) data. It uses the existing reality and adds to it
by using a device of some sort. MR merges the real and the
virtual worlds to create new atmospheres and visualizations
to interact in real-time. It is also sometimes named as hybrid
reality. One critical characteristic of MR is that artificial and
real-world content can respond to one another in real-time.
XR refers to all combined real and virtual environments and
human-machine interactions generated by computer technol-
ogy and wearables. It includes all its descriptive forms,
such as AR, VR, and MR. It brings together AR, VR,
and MR under one term. The high-data-rate, low latency,
and highly reliable wireless connectivity provided in the
6G system are very important for a genuine XR (i.e., AR,
VR, and MR) experience. The 6G service, uHLSLLC, will
make it possible to deploy the XR applications in the future
successfully.
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Connected Robotics and Autonomous Systems: Currently,
several automotive technology researchers are investigat-
ing automated and connected vehicles. The evolution of
data-centric automation systems is currently surpassing the
proficiencies of 5G. In some application domains, it is
demanding even more than 10 Gbps transmission rates, such
as XR devices. The 6G systems will help in the deployment
of connected robots and autonomous systems. The drone-
delivery UAV system is an example of such a system. The
automated vehicle based on 6G wireless communication can
dramatically change our daily lifestyles. The 6G system pro-
motes the real deployment of self-driving cars (autonomous
cars or driverless cars). A self-driving vehicle perceives its
surroundings by combining a variety of sensors, such as light
detection and ranging (LiDAR), radar, GPS, sonar, odometry,
and inertial measurement units. The mMUB, and uHLSLLC
services in the 6G system will confirm reliable vehicle-to-
everything (V2X) and vehicle-to-server connectivity. A UAV
is a type of unmanned aircraft. 6G networks will support
the ground-based controller and the system communications
between the UAV and the ground. UAVs help in many fields
such as military, commerce, science, agriculture, recreation,
law and order, product delivery, surveillance, aerial photog-
raphy, disaster management, and drone racing. Moreover, the
UAV will be used to support wireless broadcast and high rate
transmissions when the cellular base station (BS) is absent
or not working [16].
Wireless Brain-Computer Interactions: The brain-

computer interface (BCI) is an approach to control the
appliances that are used daily in smart societies, especially
home appliances and medical apparatus [26], [27]. It
is a direct communication path between the brain and
external devices. BCI acquires the brain signals that
transmit to a digital device and analyzes and interprets the
signals into further commands or actions. BCI services
necessitate higher performance metrics compared to
what 5G delivers [11]. Wireless BCI requires guaranteed
high-data-rates, ultra-low-latency, and ultra-high-reliability.
For example, both downlink (next-generation XR) and
uplink (multi-brain-controlled cinema) brain-to-thing com-
munication require very high throughput (>10 Gbps)
and ultra-reliable connectivity. The features of uHLSLLC
and uMTC in 6G wireless communication will sup-
port the actual implementation of BCI systems for a
smart life.
Haptic Communication: Haptic communication is a branch

of nonverbal communication that uses the sense of touch.
The proposed 6G wireless communication will support haptic
communication; remote users will be able to enjoy hap-
tic experiences through real-time interactive systems [28].
This type of communication is widely used in several fields
such as AI and robotics sensors, physically challenged peo-
ple to learn through touch, the medical haptic methods in
surgery, and gaming. The implementation of haptic systems
and applications can be facilitated by uHLSLLC, mMTC,
and uHDD features of 6G communication networks.

Smart Healthcare and Biomedical Communication:
Medical health systems will also be benefited by the
6G wireless networks because of innovations, such as
AR/VR, holographic telepresence, mobile edge computing,
and AI, will help to build smart healthcare systems [25].
The 6G network will facilitate a reliable remote monitor-
ing system for healthcare systems. Even remote surgery will
be made possible by using 6G communication. High-data-
rate, low latency, ultra-reliable (zero-error) 6G network will
help transfer large volumes of medical data quickly and
reliably, improving access to care, and the quality of care.
On the other hand, THz, one of the critical driving tech-
nologies of 6G, has growing potential uses in healthcare
services, such as terahertz pulse imaging in dermatology,
oral healthcare, pharmaceutical industry, and medical imag-
ing. Also, biomedical communication is an essential prospect
of the 6G wireless communication system. The in-body sen-
sors with the provisioning of battery-less communication
technologies are predominantly desirable for reliable and
long-term monitoring [29], [30]. Body sensors can afford
reliable and continuous monitoring of human physiologi-
cal signals for applications in clinical diagnostics, athletics,
and human-machine interfaces [29]. A near-field compat-
ible battery-free body sensor interconnection system was
introduced in Lin et al. [29], with the ability to establish
wireless power and data connections between may remote
points around the body. The uMUB and uHLSLLC services
of 6G can characterize these applications.
Automation and Manufacturing: 6G will provide full

automation based on AI. The term “automation” refers to
the automatic control of processes, devices, and systems.
Industry 4.0 revolution started with 5G, which is the
cyber-physical system-based manufacturing processes using
automation and data exchange. 6G will fully characterize the
automation system with its disruptive set of technologies.
The 6G automation systems will provide highly reliable,
scalable, and secure communications using high-data-rate
and low latency provisioning, i.e., uHLSLLC, mMTC, and
uHDD services. The 6G system will also provide network
integrity because it ensures error-free data transfer without
any data loss between transmission and reception.
Five Senses Information Transfer: To experience the world

around them, humans use their five senses of hearing, sight,
taste, smell, and touch. The 6G communication systems will
remotely transfer data obtained from the five senses. This
technology uses the neurological process through sensory
integration. It detects the sensations from the human body
and the environment and uses the body effectively within
the environment and local circumstances. BCI technology
effectively boosts this application.
Internet of Everything: IoE is the seamless integration and

autonomous coordination among a large number of com-
puting elements and sensors, objects or devices, people,
processes, and data using the Internet infrastructure [31]. 5G
has the revolutionary aims for IoE by transforming traditional
mobile communication layout. However, 5G is considered as
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the beginning of IoE and addresses many challenges from
standardization to commercialization. The 6G system will
provide full IoE support. It is basically a kind of IoT, an
umbrella term that integrates the four properties, such as data,
people, processes, and physical devices, in one frame [32].
IoT is generally about the physical devices or objects and
communicating with one another, but IoE introduces network
intelligence to bind all people, data, processes, and physi-
cal objects into one system. IoE is used for smart societies,
such as smart cars, smart health, and smart industries. The
use of energy-efficient sensor nodes is considered as one
of the critical constraints supporting massive IoE connec-
tivity in 6G. Low-power extensive area networks (LPWAN)
have that potential to support broad area coverage (up to
20 km) networking with long battery life (>10 years) and
low deployment costs. Hence, LPWAN participates com-
mercially in most IoE use cases. This application can be
supported by the features of uMUB, uHLSLLC, and uHDD
of 6G communication.

V. FUNDAMENTAL ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES OF 6G
Based on the past evolution of mobile networks, initially, 6G
networks are mostly based on the 5G architecture, inheriting
the benefits achieved in 5G [33]. Some new technologies will
be added, and some 5G technologies will be improved in
6G. Hence, the 6G system will be driven by many tech-
nologies. A few expected vital technologies for 6G are
discussed below.
Artificial Intelligence: Intelligence is the fundamental

characteristic of 6G autonomous networks. Hence, the most
critical and newly introduced technology for 6G communi-
cation systems is AI [34]–[38]. There was no involvement
of AI for 4G communication systems. The upcoming 5G
communication systems will support partial or very limited
AI. However, 6G will be fully supported by AI for autom-
atization. AI-empowered 6G will provide the full potential
of radio signals and enable the transformation from cogni-
tive radio to intelligent radio [18]. Advancements in machine
learning create more intelligent networks for real-time com-
munications in 6G. The introduction of AI in communication
will simplify and improve the transport of real-time data.
Using numerous analytics, AI can determine the way

a complex target job is performed. AI increases efficiency
and reduces the processing delay of the communication steps.
AI can be used to perform time-consuming tasks such as
handover and network selection quickly. AI will also play
a vital role in M2M, machine-to-human, and human-to-
machine communications. It also prompts communication in
the BCI. AI-based communication systems will be supported
by metamaterials, intelligent structures, intelligent networks,
intelligent devices, intelligent cognitive radio, self-sustaining
wireless networks, and machine learning. Hence, AI tech-
nology will help to reach the goals of uMUB, uHSLLC,
mMTC, and uHDD services in 6G communication. Recent
progress makes it possible to apply machine learning to RF
signal processing, spectrum mining, and spectrum mapping.

Combining photonic technologies with machine learning will
boost the evolution of AI in 6G to build a photonics-based
cognitive radio system. The physical layer adopts AI-based
encoder-decoder, deep learning for channel state estimation,
and automatic modulation classification. For the data link
layer and transport layer, deep learning-based resource allo-
cation, and intelligent traffic prediction and control have
been extensively studied to fulfill the 6G requirements.
Latency will be significantly reduced through the applica-
tion of machine learning and big data to determine the best
way to transmit information between end-users by providing
predictive analysis.
Terahertz Communications: Spectral efficiency can be

increased by increasing the bandwidth. It can be done by
widening the bandwidths and by applying advanced mas-
sive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technologies.
5G introduces mmWave frequencies for higher data rates
and enables new applications. However, 6G aims to push
the boundaries of the frequency band to THz to meet even
higher demand. The RF band has been almost exhausted,
and now it is insufficient to meet the high demands of
6G. The THz band will play an important role in 6G
communication [39], [40]. The THz band is intended to be
the next frontier of high-data-rate communications.
THz waves, also known as submillimeter radiation, usually

refer to the frequency band between 0.1 THz and 10 THz
with the corresponding wavelengths in the 0.03 mm–3 mm
range [41]. According to the recommendations of ITU-
R (ITU Radiocommunication Sector), the 275 GHz–3 THz
band range is the main part of the THz band for cel-
lular communications [34]. The capacity of 6G cellular
communications will be increased by adding the THz band
(275 GHz–3THz) to the mmWave band (30–300 GHz).
The band within the range of 275 GHz–3 THz has not
yet been allocated for any purpose worldwide; therefore,
this band has the potential to accomplish the desired
high data rates [40]. When this THz band is added
to the existing mmWave band, the total band capacity
increases a minimum of 11.11 times. Of the defined THz
bands, 275 GHz–3 THz, and 275 GHz–300 GHz lie on the
mmWave, and 300 GHz–3 THz lie on the far-infrared (IR)
frequency band. Even though the 300 GHz–3 THz band is
part of the optical band, it is at the boundary of the opti-
cal band and immediately after the RF band. Hence, this
300 GHz–3 THz band shows quite similar characteristics
with the RF. THz heightens the potentials and chal-
lenges of high-frequency communications [4]. Table 4 lists
the THz and optical sub-bands for possible wireless 6G
communications. The critical properties of THz interfaces
include (i) widely available bandwidth to support very
high data rates (ii) high path loss arising from the high
frequency (highly directional antennas will most probably
be indispensable) [1]. The narrow beamwidths generated
by the highly directional antennas reduces the interference.
THz communication technologies will accelerate the pro-
vision of uMUB, uHSLLC, and uHDD services in 6G
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TABLE 4. mmWave, THz, and optical sub-bands for possible wireless communications in 6G [42].

communication. THz communication will enhance the 6G
potentials by supporting wireless cognition, sensing, imag-
ing, communication, and positioning. Due to the shorter
wavelength, the THz frequency band in 6G is beneficial
for incorporating a vast number of antennas to offer hun-
dreds of beams compared to that of the mmWave band.
Spectral efficiency can be improved using orbital angu-
lar momentum (OAM) multiplexing. This can be achieved
by superimposing multiple electromagnetic waves having
diverse OAM modes [10]. It is possible to reduce the aggre-
gated co-channel interference and severe propagation loss
for the mmWave and THz bands by forming super-narrow
beams. To overcome very high atmospheric attenuation at
THz band communication, highly directional pencil beam
antennas will be used. Moreover, the squared frequency
of a fixed aperture size antenna [43] improves gain and
directivity that is also an advantage for THz communication.
Optical Wireless Technology: OWC technologies are envi-

sioned for 6G communications in addition to RF-based
communications for all possible device-to-access networks;
these networks also access network-to-backhaul/fronthaul
network connectivity. OWC technologies have been used
since 4G communication systems. However, it is intended
to be used more widely to meet the demands of 6G commu-
nication systems. OWC technologies, such as light fidelity,
visible light communication (VLC), optical camera com-
munication, and FSO communication based on the optical
band, are already well-known technologies [42], [44]–[46].
These communication technologies will be extensively
used in several applications such as V2X communication,

indoor mobile robot positioning, VR [46], and underwa-
ter OWC. Researchers have been working on enhancing
the performance and overcoming the challenges of these
technologies. Communications based on wireless optical
technologies can provide very high data rates, low latencies,
and secure communications. LiDAR, which is also based
on the optical band, is a promising technology for very-
high-resolution 3D mapping in 6G communications. OWC
confidently will enhance the support of uMUB, uHSLLC,
mMTC, and uHDD services in 6G communication systems.
Advances in light-emitting-diode (LED) technology and
multiplexing techniques are the two critical drivers for the
OWC in 6G. It is expected that both microLED technologies
and spatial multiplexing techniques will be mature and cost-
effective in 2026. White light based on different wavelengths
will beneficial to accelerate the throughput performance
via wavelength division multiplexing, leading to potentially
100+ Gbps for ultra-high-data-rate VLC access points [10].
The addition of massive parallelization of microLED arrays
will enhance the further data rate to the target Tbps of 6G
communication.
FSO Fronthaul/Backhaul Network: It is not always possi-

ble to have optical fiber connectivity as a backhaul network
because of remote geographical locations and complexi-
ties. Moreover, installing optical fiber links for small cell
networks may not be a cost-effective solution. The FSO
fronthaul/backhaul network is up-and-coming for 5GB com-
munication systems [47]–[50]. The transmitter and receiver
characteristics of the FSO system are similar to those of
optical fiber networks. Therefore, the data transfer in the FSO
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system is comparable with the optical fiber system. Hence,
along with the optical fiber networks, FSO is an excellent
technology for providing fronthaul/backhaul connectivity in
6G. Using FSO, it is possible to have very long-range com-
munications even at a distance of more than 10,000 km.
FSO supports high-capacity fronthaul/backhaul connectivity
for remote and non-remote areas, such as the sea, outer
space, underwater, isolated islands; FSO also supports cel-
lular BS connectivity. FSO fronthaul/backhaul is a common
issue both in 5G and 6G networks. However, FSO is more
critical in 6G because (i) it requires higher capacity fron-
thaul/backhaul connectivity and (ii) it will need more number
of remote connectivity compared to 5G. FSO communica-
tion can support both of the features and became an essential
issue for the 6G communication system to boost the uMUB
and uHSLLC services. The LD transmitter produces narrow
beams of focused light. These beams are used to establish
point-to-point high-data-rate communication links between
a transmitter and a receiver. FSO systems use laser technol-
ogy for signal transmission. Long-distance communication
is possible because of optical beamforming in FSO systems.
The FSO/RF hybrid system will be one of the critical char-
acteristics of FSO based fronthaul/backhaul connectivity in
6G to overcome the limitations of atmospheric effects [45].
Massive MIMO and Intelligent Reflecting Surfaces: The

massive MIMO technology will be crucial in the 6G
system to support uHSLLC, mMTC, and uHDD services.
One fundamental way to improve spectral efficiency is
the application of the MIMO technique [51], [52]. When
the MIMO technique is developed, the spectral efficiency
is also developed. Therefore, the massive MIMO will be
integral to both 5G and 6G systems due to the need for
better spectral and energy efficiency, higher data rates, and
higher frequencies [11]. Compared to 5G, we expect to shift
from traditional massive MIMO toward IRS in 6G wireless
systems to offer large surfaces for wireless communications
and heterogeneous devices. IRS is a recent hardware tech-
nology that has an immense potential toward energy-efficient
green communication. It is also known as meta-surface, con-
sists of many reflecting diode units that can reflect any
incident electromagnetic signals with an adjustable phase
shift. Reconfigurable intelligent surfaces are envisaged as
the massive MIMO 2.0 in 6G. These materials can inte-
grate index modulation to increase the spectral efficiency
in 6G networks [53]. Gradient descent and fractional pro-
gramming significantly optimize the intelligent surface phase
shifts and transmit power, respectively. With that adjustable
reflected phase-shifted signal and the transmitted signal, we
can improve the energy efficiency of the system as well.
This technology will be considered as a great solution to
maximize the data rate and to minimize the transmit power
in upcoming 6G networks.
Blockchain: Blockchain is an essential technology

to manage massive data in future communication
systems [54]–[58]. Blockchains are just one form of the dis-
tributed ledger technology. A distributed ledger is a database

that is distributed across numerous nodes or computing
devices. Each node replicates and saves an identical copy of
the ledger. Peer-to-peer networks manage the blockchains. It
can exist without being controlled by a centralized authority
or a server. The data on a blockchain is gathered together
and structured in blocks. The blocks are connected and
secured using cryptography. The blockchain is essentially
a perfect complement to the massive IoT with improved secu-
rity, privacy, interoperability, reliability, and scalability [59].
Therefore, the blockchain technology will provide several
facilities, such as interoperability across devices, traceabil-
ity of massive data, autonomic interactions of different
IoT systems, and reliability for the massive connectivity of
6G communication systems to reach the goal of uHSLLC
service. Blockchain builds trust between networked appli-
cations, voiding the necessity of trusted intermediaries [58].
The integral features of blockchain, such as decentralized
tamper-resistance and secrecy, create the opportunity to make
it ideal for numerous applications in 6G communication. It
creates a secure and verifiable approach for spectrum man-
agement by establishing transparency, verified transactions,
and the prevention of unauthorized access. Blockchain com-
bines a distributed network structure, consensus mechanism,
and advanced cryptography to represent promising features
that are not available in the existing structures. The dis-
tributed nature eliminates the single point of failure problem
and enhances security. The main challenge of blockchain
networking in 5G is the throughputs (10∼1000 transactions
per second). Another challenge is the demand for local and
international standardization and regulation of the massive
adoption of blockchain in 5G. Still, 5G considers the issue
of smooth interoperability between different blockchain plat-
forms. These several limitations can be mitigated in 6G by
using consensus algorithms, applying novel blockchain archi-
tecture and sharing techniques, and increasing the block size
of the network.
3D Networking: The 6G system will integrate the ground

and airborne networks to support communications for users
in the vertical extension. The 3D BSs are provided through
low orbit satellites and UAVs [60], [61]. The addition of
new dimensions in terms of altitude and related degrees
of freedom makes 3D connectivity considerably different
from the conventional 2D networks. The 6G heterogeneous
networks will provide 3D coverage. The decentralized 6G
networks with the integration of terrestrial networks, UAV
networks, and satellite systems genuinely realize the global
coverage and stringent seamless access, even for ocean and
mountain areas.
Quantum Communications: Unsupervised reinforcement

learning in networks is promising in the context of 6G
networks. Supervised learning approaches will not be fea-
sible for labeling large volumes of data generated in
6G. Unsupervised learning does not need labeling. Hence,
this technique can be used for autonomously building the rep-
resentations of complex networks. By combining reinforce-
ment learning and unsupervised learning, it is possible to
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operate the network in a genuinely autonomous fashion [3].
Advanced quantum computing and quantum communication
technologies will be deployed to provide rigorous secu-
rity against various cyber-attacks in 6G [62]. The emerging
paradigm of quantum computing, quantum machine learn-
ing, and their synergies with communication networks is
considered as a core 6G enabler. The escalation of quantum
computing and engineering is needed to solve complex tasks.
The quantum communications offer strong security by apply-
ing a quantum key based on the quantum no-cloning theorem
and uncertainty principle. The information is encoded in the
quantum state using photons or quantum particles and cannot
be accessed or cloned without tampering it due to quan-
tum principles [63]. Furthermore, quantum communications
improve throughput due to the superposition nature of qubits.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles: UAVs or drones are an essen-

tial element in 6G wireless communications. In many cases,
high-data-rate wireless connectivity is provided using UAV
technology. The BS entities are installed in UAVs to provide
cellular connectivity. A UAV has certain features that are not
found in fixed BS infrastructures, such as easy deployment,
strong line-of-sight links, and degrees of freedom with con-
trolled mobility [14]. During emergencies, such as natural
disasters, the implementation of terrestrial communication
infrastructures is not economically feasible, and sometimes
it is not possible to provide any service in volatile environ-
ments. UAVs can easily handle these situations. A UAV will
be the new paradigm in the field of wireless communication.
This technology can facilitate fundamental requirements of
wireless networks that are uMUB, uHSLLC, mMTC, and
uHDD [16]. UAVs can also be used for several purposes,
such as strengthening network connectivity, fire detection,
emergency services in the event of disasters, security and
surveillance, pollution monitoring, parking monitoring, acci-
dent monitoring, and more. Therefore, UAV technology is
recognized as one of the essential technologies for 6G com-
munication. In Zeng et al. [64], UAV-enabled backscatter
communication has been discussed that can assist in sev-
eral communication tasks (e.g., supplying ambient power
and creating favorable channel conditions to remote sen-
sors). A combination of non-coherent detection schemes
and UAV applications can create an air-interfaces suitable
for 6G wireless networks. Moreover, the deep reinforce-
ment learning-based robust resource allocation can be a great
choice to realize UAV for 6G intelligence.
Cell-Free Communications: The tight integration of

multiple frequencies and different communication technolo-
gies will be crucial in 6G systems. As a result, the user
will move seamlessly from one network to another network
without the need for making any manual configurations in
the device [4]. In 6G, the concept of conventional cellular
and orthogonal communications will be shifted to cell-free
and non-orthogonal communications, respectively. The best
network is automatically selected from the available com-
munication technology. This will break the limits of the
concept of cells in wireless communications. Currently, the

user’s movement from one cell to another cell causes too
many handovers in dense networks. Also, it causes handover
failures, handover delays, data losses, and the ping-pong
effect. The 6G cell-free communications will overcome all
these and provide better QoS. Cell-free communication will
be achieved through multi-connectivity and multi-tier hybrid
techniques and by different and heterogeneous radios in the
devices [4].
Integration of Wireless Information and Energy Transfer:

WIET in communication will be one of the most innovative
technologies in 6G. WIET uses the same fields and waves as
wireless communication systems. Sensors and smartphones
are charged by using wireless power transfer during commu-
nication. WIET is a promising technology for lengthening
the lifetime of the battery-charging wireless systems [65].
Hence, devices without batteries will be supported in 6G
connections. Moreover, near-field-enabled clothing creates
the opportunity for continuous physiological monitoring with
battery-free sensors in the medical sector [29].
Integration of Sensing and Communication: A key driver

for autonomous wireless networks is the capability to con-
tinuously sense the dynamically changing states of the
environment and exchange information among different
nodes [66]. In 6G, the sensing will be tightly integrated
with communication to support autonomous systems. A mas-
sive number of sensing objects, complicated communications
resources, multilevel computing resources, and multilevel
cache resources are the real challenging factors to achieve
this integration.
Integration of Access-Backhaul Networks: The density of

the access networks in 6G will be huge. Each access network
relates to backhaul connectivity, such as optical fibers and
FSO networks. Access and backhaul networks are tightly
integrated to handle most access networks.
Dynamic Network Slicing: Dynamic network slicing per-

mits a network operator to allow dedicated virtual networks
to support the optimized delivery of any service toward
a wide range of users, vehicles, machines, and industries.
It is one of the essential elements for management when
many users are connected to a large number of heterogeneous
networks in 5GB communication systems. Software-defined
networking and network function virtualization are the fun-
damental enabling techniques for implementing dynamic
network slicing. These influence the cloud computing
paradigm in network management, such that the network
has a centralized controller to dynamically steer and man-
age traffic flow and orchestrate network resource allocation
for performance optimization [67].
Holographic Beamforming: Beamforming is a signal pro-

cessing procedure by which an array of antennas can be
steered to transmit radio signals in a specific direction. It
is a subset of smart antennas or advanced antenna systems.
The beamforming technique has several advantages, such
as a high signal-to-noise ratio, interference prevention, and
rejection, and high network efficiency. Holographic beam-
forming (HBF) is a new method for beamforming that is
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considerably different from the MIMO systems because it
uses software-defined antennas. HBF is an advantageous
approach in 6G for the efficient and flexible transmission and
reception of signals in multi-antenna communication devices.
In the field of physical-layer security, wireless power trans-
fer, increased network coverage, and positioning HBF can
perform substantial roles.
Big Data Analytics: Big data analytics is a complex pro-

cess for analyzing a variety of large data sets or big data.
This process uncovers information, such as hidden patterns,
unknown correlations, and customer inclinations, to ensure
comprehensive data management. Big data is collected from
a wide variety of sources, such as videos, social networks,
images, and sensors. This technology is widely used for han-
dling a large amount of data in 6G systems. The prospects
of leveraging an enormous amount of data, big data ana-
lytics, and deep learning tools are anticipated to advance
6G networks through automation and self-optimization. One
example of the application of big data analytics is the E2E
delay reduction. The combination of machine learning and
big data will determine the best path for the user data through
predictive analytics to reduce the E2E delay in 6G systems.
Backscatter Communication: Ambient backscatter wire-

less communication enables interaction between two battery-
less devices by using existing RF signals such as ambient
television and cellular transmissions [68]. A reasonable
data rate can be achieved within a short communication
range. Small monitoring signals can be transmitted using
sensors that will not consume any power. The battery-less
nodes in the backscatter communication systems make it
a potential candidate for massive connectivity in the future
6G networks. However, there is a critical requirement of
acquiring the exact phase and channel state at the network
nodes in such systems. Non-coherent communication can
be considered as a promising enabler to meet up these
requirements. Moreover, non-coherent backscatter communi-
cation can provide optimized resource utilization and service
enhancement in network devices [69].
Proactive Caching: Massive deployment of small cell

networks for 6G is one of the critical concerns to enhance the
network capacity, coverage, and mobility management signif-
icantly. This will cause colossal downlink traffic overload at
the BSs. Proactive caching has become an essential solution
to reduce access delay and traffic offloading, enhancing the
user quality-of-experience [70]. However, extensive research
on the joint optimization of proactive content caching,
interference management, intelligent coding scheme, and
scheduling techniques are essential for 6G communication.
Mobile Edge Computing: Due to the distributed massive

cloud applications, mobility-enhanced edge comput-
ing (MEEC) becomes a crucial part of 6G technologies.
Implementation of AI-based MEEC will leverage the
computation on big data analytics and system control to the
edge. Edge intelligence is an emerging paradigm meeting
the stimulating requirements of forthcoming ubiqui-
tous service scenarios of heterogeneous computation,

TABLE 5. Characterization of emerging technologies under different 6G services.

communication, and high-dimensional intelligent
configurations.
Different 6G service types can characterize the above

presented emerging technologies. Table 5 shows the 6G
technologies described under uMUB, uHSLLC, mMTC, and
uHDD services. Each technique can boost one or more
services.

VI. STANDARDIZATION AND RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
The 5G specifications have already been prepared and are
already available in some parts of the world, but all 5G
phases will be deployed in 2020. Research activities on 6G
are in their initial stages. From 2020, several studies will
be performed worldwide on the standardization of 6G; 6G
communication is still in its infancy. Many researchers have
defined 6G as B5G or 5G+. Preliminary research activi-
ties have already started in the United States of America.
The U.S. president has requested the implementation of
6G in the country. China has begun the concept study
for the development and standardization of 6G communica-
tions in 2019. The Chinese are planning for active research
works on 6G in 2020. Most European countries, Japan, and
Korea are planning several 6G projects. The research activi-
ties on 6G are expected to start in 2020. In this section, we
present a few research activities and standardization efforts.
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TABLE 6. Summary of current studies on 6G.

Tables 6 and 7 show the summary of a few studies on 6G
communication. The following is a summary of industry
efforts to use 6G:

Samsung Electronics: Samsung Electronics has opened an
R&D center for the development of essential technologies for
6G mobile networks. To accelerate the growth of solutions
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TABLE 7. Summary of current studies on 6G (continue).

and for the standardization of 6G, Samsung is conduct-
ing extensive research on cellular technologies. They have
upgraded their next-generation telecommunication research
team to a center.
Finnish 6G Flagship Program: The University of Oulu

began the 6G research activities under the Finland’s flagship
program. Research on 6G Flagship has been divided into
four unified planned research parts: wireless connectivity,
distributed computing, services, and applications. Scientific
innovations are developed for important technology compo-
nents of 6G systems.
International Telecommunication Union: Standardization

activities on 5G of the ITU radio communication sector
ITU-R were based on IMT-2020. Consequently, ITU-R prob-
ably releases IMT-2030, which summarizes the possible
requirements of mobile communications in 2030 (i.e., 6G).
6G Wireless Summit: A successful first 6G wireless sum-

mit was held in Lapland, Finland, in March 2019. Extensive

hands-on discussions took place among scholars, industry
stakeholders, and vendors from around the world. Pioneering
wireless communication researchers were present at the sum-
mit. Moreover, the world’s leading telecom companies also
attended the summit. The 6G summit initiated discussions
on critical issues, such as motivations behind 6G, the way
to move from 5G to 6G, the current industry trends for 6G,
and the enabling technologies.
Several research papers introduced 6G research directions.

The first 6G wireless summit launched the process of iden-
tifying the key drivers, research requirements, challenges,
and essential research questions related to 6G. Based on the
vision statement from the first 6G wireless summit: ubiqui-
tous wireless intelligence, a white paper was released [15].
This white paper is the first version for the annually revised
series of 6G research visions. Every year, this white paper
will be updated based on the annual 6G wireless summit.
The goal for this first edition white paper is to identify the
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key drivers, research requirements, challenges, and essential
research questions related to 6G. Moreover, this white paper
briefly addresses the societal and business drivers for 6G, 6G
use cases and new device forms, 6G spectrum, radio hard-
ware progress and challenges, physical layer and wireless
system, 6G networking, and new service enablers. Another
white paper [17] “5G Evolution and 6G” was released by
NTT DOCOMO INC., Japan. This white paper describes
NTT DOCOMO’s current technical prospects for 5G evo-
lution and 6G. It briefly discusses the direction of 5G
evolution and 6G, 6G requirements and use cases, and
technological study areas. This white paper envisions a col-
laborative industry-academia-government approach to foster
discussions and update contents across industries.

VII. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS
Several technical problems need to be solved to deploy
6G communication systems successfully. A few possible
concerns are briefly discussed below.
High Propagation and Atmospheric Absorption of THz:

The high THz frequencies provide high data rates. However,
the THz bands need to overcome a significant challenge
for data transfer over relatively long distances because
of the high propagation loss and atmospheric absorp-
tion characteristics [1]. We require a new design for the
transceiver architecture for the THz communication systems.
The transceiver must be able to operate at high frequencies,
and we need to ensure the full use of very widely avail-
able bandwidths. A minimal gain and an effective area of
the distinct THz band antennas is another challenge of THz
communication. Health and safety concerns related to THz
band communications also need to be addressed.
Complexity in Resource Management for 3D Networking:

The 3D networking extended in the vertical direction. Hence,
a new dimension was added. Moreover, multiple adversaries
may intercept legitimate information, which may signifi-
cantly degrade overall system performance. Therefore, new
techniques for resource management and optimization for
mobility support, routing protocol, and multiple access are
essential. Scheduling needs a new network design.
Heterogeneous Hardware Constraints: In 6G, a huge num-

ber of heterogeneous types of communication systems, such
as frequency bands, communication topologies, service deliv-
ery, and so on, will be involved. Moreover, the access points
and mobile terminals will be significantly different in the
hardware settings. The massive MIMO technique will be fur-
ther upgraded from 5G to 6G, and this might require a more
complex architecture. It will also complicate the commu-
nication protocol and algorithm design. However, machine
learning and AI will be included in the communication.
Moreover, the hardware design for different communica-

tion systems is different. Unsupervised and reinforcement
learning may create complexities in hardware implementa-
tion as well. Consequently, it will be challenging to integrate
all the communication systems into a single platform.

Autonomous Wireless Systems: The 6G network will
provide full support to automation systems such as an
autonomous vehicle, UAVs, and Industry 4.0 based on AI. To
make autonomous wireless systems, we need to have the
convergence of many heterogeneous sub-systems, such as
autonomous computing, interoperable processes, system of
systems, machine learning, autonomous cloud, machines of
systems, and heterogeneous wireless systems [62]. Thus, the
overall system development becomes complex and challeng-
ing. For example, developing a fully autonomous system for
the driverless vehicle will be much more challenging because
6G researchers need to design fully automated self-driving
vehicles that perform better than the human-controlled
vehicles.
Modeling of Sub-mmWave (THz) Frequencies: The

propagation characteristics of the mmWave and sub-
mmWave (THz) is subject to atmospheric conditions; there-
fore, absorptive and dispersive effects are seen [88]. Climatic
conditions change frequently and are, therefore, highly
unpredictable. Thus, the channel modeling of this band is
relatively complex, and this band does not have any perfect
channel model.
Device Capability: The 6G system will provide several

new features. Devices, such as smartphones, should have
the ability to cope with the new features. In particular, it is
challenging to support Tbps throughput, AI, XR, and inte-
grated sensing with communication features using individual
devices. The 5G devices may not support a few of the 6G
features, and the capability improvement in 6G devices may
increase the cost as well. The number of devices for 5G is
expected to be billions. When communication infrastructure
moves from 5G to 6G, the compatibility of those 5G devices
to 6G is a critical issue. This compatibility makes it easier
for end-users to use and saves a lot of money. Therefore,
6G needs to prioritize integrated communications-computing
devices, computing performance improvement, and so on
based on technological compatibility with 5G.
High-Capacity Backhaul Connectivity: The access

networks in 6G will have a very high density. Moreover,
these access networks are diverse and widespread within
a geographical location. Each of these access networks
will support very high-data-rate connectivity for different
types of users. The backhaul networks in 6G must handle
the enormous volumes of data for connecting between the
access networks and the core network to support high-data-
rate services at the user level; otherwise, a bottleneck will
be created. The optical fiber and FSO networks are possible
solutions for high-capacity backhaul connectivity; therefore,
any improvement in the capacity of these networks is
challenging for the exponentially growing data demands
of 6G.
Spectrum and Interference Management: Due to the

scarcity of the spectrum resources and interference issues,
it is essential to efficiently manage the 6G spectra, includ-
ing the spectrum-sharing strategies and innovative spectrum
management techniques. Efficient spectrum management is
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necessary for achieving the maximum resource utilization
with QoS maximization. At 6G, researchers need to address
concerns such as how to share spectrum and how to manage
spectrum mechanisms in heterogeneous networks that syn-
chronize transmissions on the same frequency. Researchers
also need to investigate how the interference can be cancelled
using the standard interference cancellation methods, such as
parallel interference cancellation, and successive interference
cancellation.
Beam Management in THz Communications:

Beamforming through large MIMO systems is a promising
technology for supporting high-data-rate communications.
However, beam management in sub-mmWave, that is,
the THz band is challenging because of the propagation
characteristics of the sub-mmWave. Hence, efficient beam
management against unfavorable propagation characteristics
will be challenging for massive MIMO systems [39].
Moreover, for seamless handover, it is also important to
choose the optimal beam efficiently in high-speed vehicular
systems.
Physical-Layer Security: 6G networks are human-centric

because human-centric communications are the most impor-
tant among many 6G applications [86]. Consequently, secu-
rity, secrecy, and privacy should be the key features of 6G
networks. 5G systems persist several security challenges in
terms of decentralization, transparency, data interoperabil-
ity, and network privacy vulnerabilities. In 6G, the current
methods of regulation and process of privacy and security are
not enough to maintain the physical safety of the network.
Traditional encryption algorithms based on the Rivest–
Shamir–Adleman (RSA) public-key cryptosystems provide
transmission security and secrecy in 5G networks [86].
However, the RSA cryptosystems became insecure under
the pressure of Big Data and AI technologies.
As a consequence, a new physical-layer privacy tech-

nique needs to be developed for Big Data and AI-based
future 6G communication. Physical-layer security design and
secure interactions with the upper layers are compulsory in
6G. Physical security technologies and quantum key distribu-
tion via VLC are vital solutions to provide security in 6G. It
is expected that large-scale quantum computing is increased
due to the massive development of edge and cloud infras-
tructures, asymmetric cryptography can increase its research
interest in this area. Utilization of machine learning in auto-
mated security in the field of network virtualization and
softwarization will help to detect and prevent attacks in an
optimal way.
Planning of Economic Prospect: Economic prospect is

also important for the deployment of 6G communication.
A new implementation of 6G will cause a considerable
network infrastructure cost. However, the transformation
of the 5G system into a 6G system and proper planning
can reduce the cost. Hence, the potential for infrastruc-
ture, data, and spectrum sharing must be appropriately
investigated to make the 6G network cost-effective. The
interaction between the expected 6G enabling technologies,

applications, spectrum regulation, and business models, as
well as the smooth transformation from the 5G to 6G, is very
crucial for the development of cost-effective 6G systems.
Patwary et al. [89] studied the potential long and short
term transformative and disruptive impacts. Their proposed
solutions for reducing the deployment cost and developing
long-term sustainable business models for network infras-
tructure sharing, public infrastructure sharing, radio spectrum
sharing, and data sharing can be very much useful for
the expected 6G communication systems. Their proposed
method can provide an overall reduction of 40–60% in the
deployment cost compared to the anticipated cost. Therefore,
the possible solution to shrink the deployment costs can be
designated as the sharing of infrastructure, neutral hosting,
and location-based spectrum licensing.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Each generation of communication system brings new and
exciting features. The 5G communication system, which will
be officially launched worldwide in 2020, has impressive
features. However, 5G will not be able to support the grow-
ing demand for wireless communication in 2030 entirely.
Therefore, 6G needs to be rolled out. Research on 6G is
still in its infancy and the study phase. This paper envisions
the prospects and ways to reach the goal of 6G communica-
tion. In this paper, we presented the possible applications and
the technologies to be deployed for 6G communication. We
also described the possible challenges and research direc-
tions to reach the goals for 6G. Besides clarifying the vision
and goal of 6G communications, we have stated the various
technologies that can be used for 6G communication.
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